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Details of CCPL

We summarize the detailed execution of the proposed CCPL in Alg. 1. Please
refer to our code in https://github.com/JarrentWu1031/CCPL for further reference.
Algorithm 1 Contrastive Coherence Preserving Loss (CCPL)
Input:
fg
fc
N
Output:
Lccp
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

feature map encoded by the generated image (spatial size : H × W )
feature map encoded by the content image (spatial size : H × W )
number of sampled anchor vectors per layer
CCPL

Ga , Wa , Ha = Random Sample(fg , Wa ∈ [2, W − 1], Ha ∈ [2, H − 1], N );
// randomly sample N anchor vectors from fg
Ca = Sample(fc , Wa , Ha );

// sample fc at the same locations

Gn = N eighbor Sample(Ga ), Cn = N eighbor Sample(Ca );
// sample all the eight nearest neighboring vectors
x,y
dx,y
= Gxa − Gx,y
= Cax − Cnx,y ;
g
n , dc

dg = M LP (dg ), dc = M LP (dc );

// compute the difference vectors
// MLP is a two − layer perceptron

dg = l2 norm(dg ), dc = l2 norm(dc );
Lccp =

P8×N

m=1

− log[

16:
∗ Equal contribution

// l2 normalization

m
exp(dm
g ·dc /τ )
P
m /τ )+ 8×N
n
exp(dm
·d
exp(dm
g
c
g ·dc /τ )
n=1,n̸=m

].

// compute InfoNCE [7] loss
† Corresponding author
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Fig. 1. Qualitative comparison of long-term temporal consistency. We compare our
method with the SOTA single-frame (MCCNet [2]) and multi-frames (ReReVST [10])
methods. At the bottom of the figure, we present the frame indices of the 24FPS video.
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Additional Qualitative Results

Image style transfer. Additional results for artistic and photo-realistic image
style transfer are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. We compare our method with the
same algorithms presented in the main paper. Both figures suggest the significant visual quality improvements brought by CCPL and the superior stylization
ability of our full model, which are consistent with the conclusions drawn in the
main paper.
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Additional Quantitative Results

Photo-realistic style transfer. We add excution speed comparisons with the
SOTA photo-realistic methods, shown in Tab. 1. Our method surpasses these
SOTAs in inference speed, indicating the potential for real-world applications.
Video style transfer. As for video style transfer, we compare the long-term
temporal consistency of our results with the recent SOTA single-frame method
(MCCNet [2]) and multi-frames method (ReReVST [10]). The results in Fig. 1
show better long-term temporal consistency of video results when trained with
CCPL. And our full model generates results better than the SOTA singleframe method (MCCNet [2]) and is on par with the most advanced multiframes method (ReReVST [10]) in long-term temporal consistency with singleframe content sources. Moreover, the results generated by MCCNet [2] and
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Fig. 2. Three different neighbor-sampling strategies of CCPL. In the main paper, we
adopt strategy a as the default setting.
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Fig. 3. Results with different neighbor-sampling strategies of CCPL.

ReReVST [10] suffer from unreasonable colorization (green color in Fig. 1b) and
detail loss (vanished house contours in Fig. 1b, c). For further demonstration,
we provide a video demo to show the effect of CCPL on improving temporal
consistency. The name of the video demo is CCPL TC.mp4. We attach it in the
folder: Video demo. Note that we also release the questionnaire of our user study
in folder user study. The questionnaire will better understand how we conducted
the user study.
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4.1

Additional ablation studies
Neighbor-sampling strategies

We show three different neighbor-sampling strategies in Fig. 2. Here, a represents
our default sampling strategy which samples all 8 neighbors around the anchor
vector. Instead of taking all neighbors, b randomly sample one neighbor out of
eight for the anchor vector. We think of strategy b since it will show whether we
can further decrease the training budget. Different from b, c randomly sample
one neighboring vector where its vertical and horizontal shifts about the anchor
vector lie within the integer range of [0, R]. R is a natural number. Actually, b
can be regarded as a special case of c when R equals 1. Verifying the effect of c
can show if a more distant neighbor is beneficial to the outcome. To compare the
above neighbor-sampling strategies of CCPL, we sample 64 anchor-neighboring
vector pairs from each layer (relu2 1, relu3 1, relu4 1) using these strategies,
respectively. To be noted, since strategy a samples every nearest neighboring
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Table 1. Execution speed comparison (unit: FPS). We use a single 12GB Titan XP
GPU for all the execution time testing. OOM denotes the Out-Of-Memory error.
Photo-realistic
512 × 256
1024 × 512
2048 × 1024

C&S

LST [5]
26.3
8.3
3.6

0.0

WCT2 [11]
4.6
2.3
OOM

SNAS [1]
5.6
2.3
OOM

0.25

0.5

DSTN [3]
10.0
2.7
0.6

0.75

Ours
31.3
9.5
3.7

1.0

Fig. 4. Qualitative results of ablation studies on weight ratio of CCPL with the style
loss.

vector (8 vectors) of the anchor vector, we only sample 8 anchor vectors each
layer for fairness. For b and c, the numbers of anchor vectors are both 64. And
the neighbor-sampling ranges R for c are set to {4, 2, 1} for {relu2 1, relu3 1,
relu4 1}, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3, the body color of the bus is scattered in b and c. In
contrast, the result from strategy a shows consistent transferred color, which
suggests its superior ability to maintain the coherence of the content source. We
attribute the reason to more informative negative examples when calculating
CCPL. For strategy a, the difference vectors generated by the anchor vector
and its eight nearest neighboring vectors are closer related than other random
difference vectors, which give more information of the neighbor contrast, thus
leading to better-preserved coherence of the content source. Similar viewpoints
are found in [9]. Therefore we choose a as the default neighbor-sampling strategy
for CCPL.
4.2

Qualitative comparisons of CCPL

In the main paper, we only show the quantitative comparisons of CCPL with
different settings of three factors: 1) layers to apply the loss; 2) the number of
difference vectors sampled each layer; 3) the loss weight ratio with the style loss.
Here we also provide the qualitative results to show how we find the default
settings, which are demonstrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
As depicted in Fig. 4, the generated image is cleaner with a higher CCPL/SL
(SL: the style loss) weight ratio, while the colorization remains vivid. As the loss
weight ratio increases to a certain extent (1.0), the visual quality of the generated
image is close to the original content image with barely local style patterns. To
balance the visual quality and stylization effects, we choose 0.5 as the default
setting of the CCPL/SL weight ratio.
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Fig. 5. Qualitative results of ablation studies on two factors of CCPL: 1) #L: the
number of layers to apply CCPL; 2) #D: the number of difference vectors sampled for
each layer. We present the content and style image in the lower right corner.

Once the CCPL/SL weight ratio is settled, we conduct several experiments
by enumerating the number of CCPL layers from 0 to 4 (start from the deepest
layer) and choosing from [16, 32, 64, 128] as the number of sampled combinations
to show the impacts of the first two factors, as we described in the main paper.
From Fig. 5 we can see that, as the number of layers to apply CCPL increases,
the visual quality also gets better, with better fidelity to the content source. The
conclusion also holds for the number of sampled difference vectors. However,
when the number of CCPL layers turns to 4, the generated image is too close to
the content input that it fails to demonstrate the bold style of the style source
well. Therefore we calculate CCPL utilizing feature maps from {relu2 1, relu3 1,
relu4 1} during training. As for the number of sampled difference vectors, the
performances of 64, 128 are close while being better than 32, 16 in visual quality.
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Considering the computation burden, we choose 64 as the number of difference
vectors sampled for each layer.
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Additional Applications

We apply the CCPL on several existing methods: AdaIN [4], SANet [8], Linear [5]
(also illustrated in the main paper), and show more visual results in Fig. 8.
Besides, we further demonstrate one more application of our full model: highresolution photo-realistic style transfer.
Super-resolution photo-realistic style transfer. Since our SCTNet is light
and fast while being able to transfer photo-realistic styles when trained with
CCPL, our full model is appropriate for performing super-resolution photorealistic style transfer. We use the same graphic card: Titan XP to synthesize all
the examples below. The results are shown in Fig. 9 - Fig. 10, with the image
resolution nearly scaling up to 4K.
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Fig. 6. Additional qualitative comparison of artistic style transfer. We compare our
method with seven SOTAs: AdaIN [4], SANet [8], Linear [5], ReReVST [10], MCCNet [2], AdaAttN [6], DSTN [3].
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Fig. 7. Additional qualitative comparison of photo-realistic style transfer. We compare
our method with four SOTAs: Linear [5], WCT2 [11], StyleNAS [1], DSTN [3]. Zoom
in for a better view.
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Fig. 8. Additional comparison of different results generated by models (AdaIN [4],
SANet [8], Linear [5]) trained with or without CCPL.
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Fig. 9. An example of High-resolution photo-realistic style transfer generated by SCTNet trained with CCPL (resolution: 3640 × 2048).
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Fig. 10. An example of High-resolution photo-realistic style transfer generated by SCTNet trained with CCPL (resolution: 3276 × 2048).
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